Young Living products we recommend for college students:
NINGXIA RED:
We are often asked for the ONE product we
recommend the most. Well, here it is: NingXia
Red. A powerful, anti-oxidant drink that
effects every system in our body to support
overall health, energy levels, and so much
more. All you need is 1-2 oz, 1-2 times a day. It
comes in 24 oz bottles and 2-oz travel packs.

Energy + Focus: Crush studying while supporting your body’s health &

wellness

NingXia Nitro: Created specifically for cognitive fitness. Helps give you sustained
focus without jitters.
NingXia Red: Awesome for so many things. Energy is just one!
Peppermint: Add a drop to water, sniff the cap as you do so, feel the clarity!
En R Gee: Especially potent when stress might be effecting your energy and focus.
(Ahem…as in the entire time you are in college! :-) )
Zyng: YL’s newest addition to the NingXia Red collection - a healthy soda!

Stay Healthy: Keep your immune system strong & stay healthy
NingXia Red: Fabulous support for the immune system.
Thieves: Once you try it, you’ll never go back. Add it to water, rub on feet, diffuse.
Keep yourself healthy in tight quarters and when under stress.

Inner Defense: Thieves on steroids. With the addition of oregano, thyme and other
immune supporting oils, Inner Defense is a powerful tool when your body needs an
edge.
ImmuPro: Lovely dose of support when you are under stress with a touch of
melatonin to help you sleep soundly throughout the night.
Thieves Spray/Hand Sanitizer: To keep germs at bay when you are on the go!

Relaxation: Ready to kick back and let go of the stresses so you can focus or sleep?
#There’sAnOilForThat

Stress Away: One of our faves! It’s name says it all!
Lavender: If you love lavender, you’ll be thrilled with therapeutic grade lavender!
Tranquil: A lovely roll-on for keeping you calm and relaxed throughout the day.
RutaVaLa: With Ruta Graveola, Lavender, and Valerian, this roll-on is key for a good
night’s sleep.

Muscle Relaxation: Tension from computer work? Stress? We got you covered!
Cool Azul: This fabulous product is both a gel & an oil blend. The gel contains aloe
which makes it super easy to rub on to any sore spots. Cooling and penetrating…
ahhh…
Deep Relief: One of our favorites! This roll on is great to carry in a backpack for quick
muscle release whenever you need it.
Panaway: With penetrating Wintergreen essential oil, this oil blend is lovely for
tension.
Ortho Ease or Ortho Sport: Fabulous massage oil to rub into those tight spots.
Interested in finding out how to get these fabulous products delivered directly to you for
wholesale prices?
Ask the person who gave you this sheet to get you set up.
(It’s a referral-based business so that person will make money helping you.)
Not sure who it was? Check us out at:
www.SimplySerendipityCentral.com
Facebook: Sharing Essential Oils with Simply Serendipity

